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9000-Series Occasional Tables

brooklyn occasional tables



brooklyn top options

Luminous™ is a durable solid surface solution 
developed for visual impact using Lumicor’s 
Spectrum™ Color Technology. Taking a 1/2” 
Luminous panel that is married to a 1/2” 
premium quality birch hardwood plywood 
panel to create a mixture of rich colors and 
the warmth of wood. 

Luminous by

Sunflower

Olive

Lago

Gun Metal

Glacier

Seaglass

Nonporous, stain-resistant, and easy to clean, 
are a few of the reasons Solid Surface is an 
ideal material for healthcare, corporate and 
educational environments. It is extremely 
durable and easily renewed, because the 
color runs through and through. A 1/2” Acrylic 
Solid Surface top is applied to a 1/2” premium 
quality birch hardwood plywood panel.

Solid Surface

Arctic White

Storm Granite

Armadillo

Bone

MochaGranite

Galaxy

Quartz creates unique surfaces with the true 
elegance you demand of natural stone and  
the hard-working performance everyday life 
requires. Unlike other stone materials, you 
never have to seal, polish or recondition the 
surface to maintain its luster. Available in 
multiple colors, 3 cm thick, that will be the 
perfect accent for any space.

Torquay

Berwyn

Hollinsbrook

Windermere

Castell

Parys

The perfect premium High Pressure 
Laminates  applied to a 1” thick premium 
quality birch hardwood plywood top to create 
an attractive, eye-catching surface that is  
both a durable and stylish. Available in six 
standard extraordinary laminate colors that  
will complement and enhance your décor.

HPL

Biege Wood

Slate

Boardwalk Oak Designer White

Brazilwood Mangalore 
Mango

Quartz



occasional tables sizes
9000  brooklyn occasional tables

9001

9003

9005

9002

9004

Red

Graphite

Warm Yellow

Black

Cerulean Blue

Silver

Green

Base Colors

White

42.00
15.50
46.75

Top:

H:

W:

36.00
15.50
40.75

Top:

H:

W:

24.00
19.50
26.75

Top:

H:

W:

30.00
15.50
34.75

Top:

H:

W:

18.00
19.50
20.75

Top:

H:

W:



KBI is always looking for different materials and new ways to create 
extraordinary furniture. So when their designers saw the beauty and 
simplicity of Lumicor’s Luminous solid surfaces, a spark was lit to 
merge a radiant burst of color with the architectural weight of the 
steel wire base they were developing. 

Using a premium birch hardwood plywood layer creates additional 
warmth that helps to ground the design of the Brooklyn Coffee 
Tables and Side Tables.

Constructed by welding curved steel rods to circular frames, Brooklyn 
Occasional Tables are distinctive pieces that can brighten up and add 
modern elegance to any space.
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